SHERIFF’S OFFICE
A TRADITION OF SERVICE SINCE 1856
Information on selected incidents and arrests are taken from initial Sheriff’s Office case reports. Not all incidents
are listed due to investigative restrictions and victim privacy rights.

Carlos Bolanos
Sheriff
CASE

DATE
& TIME

LOCATION

DESCRIPTION
3056PCViolation of parole

04490

05/10 2306

5700 block of
Cabrillo Hwy
Pescadero

11377(A)HSPossession
controlled substance
496(A)PCReceive known
stolen property

04491

05/11 0001

100 block of
San Mateo Rd
HMB

11364.1HSPossess unlawful
paraphernalia

FACTUAL CIRCUMSTANCES

ARRESTEE
(If applicable)

Deputy made contact with subject
determined to be on parole and subject
to search. The man was found to be in
possession of methamphetamine and
five suspected stolen diamonds. He was
arrested and transported to SM County
Jail.

Munroe, Joseph Michael
Age 36
Transient

Deputy performed a traffic stop on
subject known to be on parole, and
found him in possession of a meth pipe.
He was cited and released on his
promise to appear.

Avila, Richard Vidrio
Age 33
Of HMB

10851VCRecovered stolen
vehicle
496D(A)PCPossess stolen
vehicle/vessel

04494

05/11 0220

0-100 block of
N. Cabrillo
HMB

148(A)(1)PCResist or obstruct
peace officer
422PCTerrorist threats
12500(A)VCDrive without a
license
3056PCViolation of Parole

04501

05/11 0918

700 block of
Arnold Way
HMB

Stored vehicle

Deputy observed a subject driving, who
was known to be unlicensed. The man
was determined to be driving a vehicle
which was stolen out of San Jose. The
subject was seen walking away from the
vehicle, and failed to stop upon
commands. A passenger in the vehicle
was cooperative and was taken into
custody without incident. He was found
to be in violation of parole. The driver
was located nearby and was
uncooperative. He began screaming
and banging his head against the patrol
car. Due to his behavior paramedics
were called. The suspect then
threatened to kill the paramedics. He
was transported to the hospital for
medical clearance, then on to SM
County Jail.

Vehicle tow-expired registration

Yousif, Osman
Abdelmomia
Age 35
Of San Mateo
10851VC
496(D)(A)PC
12500(A)VC
422PC
148(A)(1)PC
Avila, Richard Vidrio
Age 33
Of HMB
3056PC

4463(A)(1)VCForge/alter vehicle
registration
530.5(A)PCIdentity theft
04515

05/11 1725

N. Cabrillo @
San Mateo Rd
HMB

14601.1(A)VCDrive with
suspended license
496(A)PCReceive known
stolen property

04517

04518

05/11 1719

05/11
1815-1835

N. Cabrillo @
Kehoe Ave
HMB

Tunitas Beach
San Gregorio

488PCPetty theft
11-82Traffic collision

460(B)PCVehicle burglary

Deputy on patrol performed a traffic
stop on driver seen texting with both
hands. The vehicle was determined to
have registration that expired in 2013,
but displayed a 2019 sticker. The
driver was found to be driving with a
suspended license. She was also in
possession of a stolen debit card and
driver’s license, and keys belonging to
someone else. The owner of the stolen
items was located and she verified the
items were stolen in mid April. The
suspect was arrested and transported to
SM County Jail.

Traffic collision-property damage only
Deputy took report of theft from
vehicle, when unknown suspect(s)
smashed a window and took a
backpack containing prescription
medication. The loss was estimated at
$100.

Rhoan, Donna Jean
Age 52
Of Palo Alto, CA

